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Activitat 

 
I participated in this project alongside the English teacher as part of an             
evaluation for the 6é students. They had to be evaluated at the end of              
February, so along with the teacher I helped plan and create some of             
the actvities. The theme was creating a recipe and a video to acompany             
it. I created a basic introduction to the topic while including a cultural             
element from my country. I also made an example video to help guide             
the students. Lastly I produced a help sheet with all of the key points              
that were covered in the topic, including verbs, vocabulary and some           
tips and tricks to help their recipies and videos achieve the highest            
grade possible. 
In groups, the students had to pick a meal to make, then they proceeded              
to create a recipe sheet in a word document with the necassary steps             
and materials. Then, they had to write the dialogue for their video, which             
they later filmed with me in the classroom. After, they made the video,             
they editied it with music and effects, and submitted it for grading by the              
english teacher 
 

DURACIÓ Approximately 1 
month 1/2 

 
Objectius didàctics Competències bàsiques 

a) Learn how to structure a recipe. To have a firm grasp of the task. 

b) Improve cooking verbs and vocabulary, while learning new connective 
adverbs 

Expand their knowledge on the topic 
and have a solid understanding of 
how to use new verbs, phrases etc. 

c) Practise oral english in the form of a video 
Learn how to speak naturally and 
present themselves to an audience 
in an appropriate manner. 

d) Practise written english in the form of a recipe word document 
e) Learn how to film and edit videos. 

Practise using the computer 
programmes to create a word 
document. 
Use a green screen and Ipad in 
conjunction with editing software. 
 
 
Work in a team and evenly distribute 
the workload. 

 
Continguts 

 
 
Lingüistic 

- Recipe structure. 
- Cooking verbs: mix, boil, cut, etc. 
- Connective adverbs: first, secondly, next, then, etc. 

 
 

 
Digital 
 

- Film a video. 
- Edit a video. 
- Use the Chroma App. 
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Criteris d’avaluació Evidence 

- Students will be able to write a recipe following the structure (Ingredients, materials, steps). 
 
 

- Students will be able to present orally their recipe using the cooking verbs and connective adverbs 
properly. 

 

Recipe preduced by the 
students. 

 
Video. 

 

Activitats. Seqüència didàctica (pas a pas)  
Organització de l’alumnat 
(individual, parelles, petit 

grup, grup classe...) 
1) Introduction powerpoint about British food and how to structure a recipe. 
2) Poster about how to structure a recipe. 
3) Vocabulary related activity on the whiteboard. 
4) Students choose their recipe in the computer room. 
5) Students begin to write their own recipes. 
6) Students create the dialogue for their videos. 
7) Each group films their cooking video. 
8) Everyone edits their videos, the submits them for grading. 

 
 

1)-3)- Whole class 
4)-8)- Small groups between 
2-4 students 
 
 
 
 

 

Recursos 

 
Material, llibres, webs, etc. utilitzats per a realitzar l’activitat. 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1rcg6t4qRK4b1J7dPVdxp709OUiHjvl6h 
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